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ABSTRACT

From a theoretical viewpoint, the vocal folds vibration af-

fects the vocal tract transfer characteristics through non-

linear time-varying interaction between the glottis and vo-

cal tract. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate and model

such e�ects in order to improve voice quality in parametric

rule-based speech synthesis systems. In this paper, we �rst

conducted analytic experiments on the vocal folds vibration

e�ects on the appeared in formant energy damping patterns

and then modeled them by a nonlinear 2nd order di�erential

equation for speech synthesis. At last, we con�rmed the fea-

sibility of the nonlinear model by speech wave reconstruction

experiments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Strictly speaking, the vocal folds vibration a�ects the vocal

tract transfer characteristics through nonlinear time-varying

interaction between the glottis and vocal tract. However,

ordinary speech processing systems have neglected those ef-

fects under the assumption of linearity of the production

systems. It was successful at a certain level, but if we try to

improve the voice quality to be more natural or human-like,

it becomes crucial to investigate and model such e�ects. An

experimental system of processing such voiced speech seg-

ments as amplitude/frequency modulated signals have been

presented [1]. We considered the subject from the aspect of

nonlinear speech production process.

For this purpose, we �rst conduct analytic experiments on

the vocal folds vibration e�ects as they appeared in formant

energy damping patterns. From these experimental results

, we propose two types of speech synthesis models: one is

a wave function model in which formant energy damping is

given by a time window function. The other is a 2nd order

nonlinear di�erential equation in which the formant energy

damping pattern is controlled by its friction term. We con-

�rm its performance by the experiments on speech waveform

reconstruction from extracted formant energy damping pat-

terns.

2. ESTIMATION OF FORMANT

ENERGY DAMPING PATTERNS

A system for estimating the formant energy damping pat-

terns is shown in Figure 1, which consists of three stages:

�ne pitch contour extraction[2], formant extraction using a

macro-adaptive vocal tract �lter, and estimation of the en-

ergy damping patterns by using the TK-energy operator[3].
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Figure 1: Block diagram for the analysis system, where Fi

is the i-th formant and Ai(t) is the envelope of resonance.

2.1. Formant Extraction Using Macro-

Adaptive Vocal Tract Filter

One of the most important concerns in the automatic for-

mant extraction is the automatic determination of lengthM0

of the vocal tract characteristic function (vocal tract �lter).

Several approaches have been proposed for this problem[4][5].

We approached this matter from the macro-structure exist-

ing in the relation between pitch and vocal tract length[6]

and proposed a new formant extraction method[7] based on

the functional model of vocal tract length(L) with respect to



averaged fundamental frequency(f
0
) represented by equation

(1).

L(f0) = �1f0 + �0 (1)

The length M0 is obtained by the equation (2).

M0 =
2FsL(f 0)

c
(2)

Where Fs is sampling frequency, c is sound velocity. For-

mants are given as poles of the vocal tract �lter by means of

polynomial root solving.

2.2. Estimation of Formant Energy

Damping

A resonance si(t) is extracted by �ltering input speech wave

using a FIR-�lter of which the center frequency corresponds

to formant frequency Fi and its time window is the Black-

man type[8]. Formant energy damping parameter Ai(t) is

calculated by TK-energy operator as in equation (3).

en = s
2
n � sn�1sn+1

An = Fs

p
en

!i

(3)

Where sn is a sample of wave si(t) at t = nT , !i = 2�Fi, en
is TK-energy parameter,and An is a sample of Ai(t).

Figure 2 shows outputs from the analysis system in Figure

1 . The speech sample is vowel /a/ uttered by a male whose

averaged fundamental frequency is f0 = 107Hz. In the left,

s is input speech , s0 is a glottal wave component , si is

�ltered resonant wave at frequency Fi. Their logarithmic

energy damping pattern logAi are shown in the right. The

essential point here is the existence of a nonlinearity in logAi

patterns.

3. MODELING OF FORMANT

ENERGY DAMPING

In the beginning, we considered a second order di�erential

equation with time-varying friction term as a simpli�ed sim-

ulation of nonlinear interaction between vocal tract and time

varying glottal impedance.

3.1. Second Order Di�erential Equation

With Time Varying Friction Term

The di�erential equation is

�x+K _x+ !20x = 0 (4)

where K _x is regarded as characterizing a nonlinear friction

term. Angular frequency !0 is given by 2�F0 in which pa-

rameter F0 is a resonant frequency on conditionK � 0. Now,

Figure 2: Extracted energy damping patterns logAi for

resonances Si for i = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4.

we introduceK � K(t) representing time-varying energy loss

within a pitch period.

Under the assumption of slow-changing K(t) , equation (4)

will be approximated by a second order di�erence equation

as follows.

xj+1 = (2�Kj�T � !
2

0�T
2
)xj � (1�Kj�T )xj�1 (5)

Where xj and Kj are samples of x(t) and K(t) respectively,

at t = j�T and �T = 1=Fs.

Figure 3 shows responses of equation (5) and its resultants

of second order LP analysis. The �gure indicates a great

di�erence between A and A
0

. It will be maintained that a

nonlinear energy damping model is required for more precise

description of such phenomenon.

3.2. Resonant Wave Function Model

The wave function model is in the form of equation (6) which

is the most simplest one for describing the nonlinear reso-

nance, but this expression is not a strict solution of equation

(4) .

xi(t) = ai exp(Ki(t)) sin(2�Fit+ �i) (6)

Where ai is amplitude constant ,exp(Ki(t)) is energy damp-

ing function, Fi is i�th formant, and �i is phase constant.

The function exp(Ki(t)) can be interpreted as a kind of time

window function. Speech wave s(t) is the sum of xi(t) for

i = 1; 2; :::; n.
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Figure 3: Responses of the second order nonlinear system

(5). From the top to the bottom, K is the time pattern for

K(t), X is the nonlinear response at F = 700Hz, its energy

envelope A and the second order linear �lter energy envelope

A
0

estimated by LP analysis.

3.3. Nonlinear Network Model

A network representation for the fourth order nonlinear

equation is shown in �gure 4. This network is known

as a nonlinear vocal tract system with Norton equivalent

model (inductance Lg ignored in this paper) for the glot-

tal source[9]. In this circuit, it is assumed that glottal ow
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Figure 4: A nonlinear network model

Uf (t) is proportional to glottal are Ag(t) and glottal resis-

tance Rg(t) varies inversely with Ag(t). If one replaces the

volume velocity U12 by variable x , the di�erential equation

with external periodic excitation is as follows:

��x+
1

�1
_�x+ (!

2

1 + !
2

2)�x+
1

�2
_x+ !

2

1!
2

2x =
!21!

2
2

Rg

Pg (7)

where, �1 = C1Rg(t),�2 = �1=(!
2
1 + !22 � !1!2), !i = 2�Fi,

and Pg=Rg(t) = Uf (t).

Figure 5 shows a glottal area wave Ag(t) given, the nonlinear

system response Wv, the responce Wc outputted from the

linear system of which the glottal resistance Rg(t) is a con-

stant calculated by averagedAg(t), and their spectra Spv and

Spc respectively. The di�erences between these two spectra

appeared clearly on their formant magnitude and bandwidth.

We expect that the nonlinear energy damping model is a use-

ful and important approach for pliable speech synthesis. As

a model for integrating speech analysis and synthesis sys-

tem, the higher order nonlinear model is very attractive but

its has a di�culty in estimating a glottal area wave from

real speech. We think that a parallel circuit constructed by

the second order model Eq.(4) is suited for practical pur-

poses from the viewpoint of easily controlling each formant

magnitude.

Figure 5: Time and frequency responses of the nonlinear

network in Fig.4. Where Ag is a given glottal area wave,

Wv is the time responce and Wc is the one for the glottal re-

sistance kept in constant calculating by the averaged glottal

area wave Ag shown by a horizontal line in the top.

4. SPEECH SYNTHESIS

EXPERIMENTS

Now we conducted speech synthesis experiments using for-

mants fFig and their energy damping patterns fAi(t)g ex-

tracted by the analysis system in Fig.1 . The synthesis model

is the preceding wave function equation (6) . Speech wave

s(t) is given by

s(t) =

nX

i=0

xi(t) (8)

Figure 6 shows synthesized wave forms of �ve vowels for a

male and a female speakers their averaged fundamental fre-

quencies are 111Hz and 213Hz respectively. The values of

cross correlation coe�cient between original and synthesized

waves became 0:8 and up.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Observing the analysis results, we found that the energy

damping patterns estimated from vowel samples rapidly

change depending on the opening and closing of the vocal

folds, especially for those of the �rst and the second for-

mants. Therefore, the e�ect of the vocal folds movement

appears in not only the gross spectral envelope but also in

the individual formant damping patterns.



Figure 6: Synthesized wave forms for �ve vowels uttered a

male (averaged pitch 111Hz) and a female (213Hz). Wo and

Ws are original and re-synthesized waves respectively andKi

is a energy damping pattern of formant Fi for i = 0; 1; 2; 3

,where K0 is a glottal wave component.

On the results of simulating the acoustic dynamics of a single

resonance, it was con�rmation that, when the system had a

time-varying friction term, the ability of 2nd order LP anal-

ysis rapidly deteriorated, especially in terms of formant en-

ergy damping. From these experimental results, two kinds of

speech synthesis models were presented, one is a wave func-

tion model in which formant energy damping is presented by

a time window function. The other is a 2nd order nonlinear

di�erential equation in which the formant energy damping

pattern is controlled by treating its friction term.

Through the experiments of restoring speech wave form from

extracted formant energy damping patterns, the model con-

�rmed its performance for application to real speech. Now

we are developing a system of speech analysis-synthesis based

on the formant energy damping model and evaluating the

models using the restored speech.
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